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Abstract. In this paper, we optimize the information transmission process, construct

static information compensation function by grey dispelling superfluous (GDS) control
so as to achieve the static optimum control of the information transmission process,

and prove that the pass grade is the point of golden sections by using the informa-
tion compensation function. As applications, we discuss the problem for information

transmission process in classroom teaching and obtain some interesting results.

1. Introduction

In 1982, Deng [1] first introduced and studied the grey theory which is a new
method for study the uncertain problem with a few dates and information. Later,
many authors studied the grey theory with applications to wider classes of problems
arising in industry, agriculture, economics, energy, transportation, geology, meteo-
rology, hydraulic power, ecology, environment studies, medicine, education, military
science, finance, and life science (see, for example, [2-9] and the references therein).
Recently, Liu [5] presented the emergence and development of the grey system the-
ory, compared the similarities and differences of grey system theory with stochastic
analysis and fuzzy mathematics, and put forward several scientific problems further
studies in grey system theory. One of them is how to use the grey theory to solve
some problems in the practice.

The teaching process is an information transmission process. For human brain,
this is a very complex process. Up till now, people don’t know entirely the physio-
logical mechanism of human brain thought. Apparently the process of information
transmission in classroom teaching has the high grey degree. In 1991, the author [10]
introduced and studied a class of grey control problem for classroom teaching and
obtained some results by using the grey control theory.

In this paper, we optimize the information transmission process, construct static
information compensation function by grey dispelling superfluous control so as to
achieve the static optimum control of the information transmission process, and prove
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that the pass grade is the point of golden sections by using the information compen-
sation function. As applications, we discuss the problem for information transmission
process in classroom teaching and obtain some interesting results.

2. Grey dispelling superfluous control in information transmission pro-
cess

Definition 2.1. Let X be the amount of input information of the information
transmission sender and Y be the amount of information received by receiver. The
relationship between X and Y is represented by transform W , which is also called
the transmission function of X and Y . If the information transmission system is
represented as Y = WX, then it is called a non-feedback information transmission
system.

Definition 2.2. If a information transmission system has a feedback term whose
transmission function is Z and it’s input includes input term X and feedback amount
∆X = −ZY , then the information transmission system Y = W (X + ∆X) is called
a closed loop feedback information transmission system.

Theorem 2.1. A closed loop feedback information transmission system can be
represented as follows

Y =
WX

1 + ZW
.

Proof. From Definition 2.2, we have ∆X = −ZY and Y = W (X + ∆X). It
follows that Y = W (X − ZY ). Thus,

Y =
WX

1 + ZW
.

This completes the proof.

Definition 2.3. Let the feedback transmission function of feedback information
transmission system be grey number ⊗1. By Theorem 2.1, we define the system
which has grey feedback as follows

Y =
WX

1 + ⊗1W
.

Definition2.4. The transmission function of a expectant system G−1
∗ Y = X

(closed loop) is defined as

G∗ =
W

1 + ⊗2
.

Definition 2.5. The G−1 in the original grey feedback system G−1Y = X is
represented as follows

G−1 =
1 + ⊗1W

W
.
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Remark 2.1.
(i) The difference between two transmission functions of two systems is

Q = G−1
∗ − G−1 =

⊗2

W
− ⊗1,

where Q is the surplus term containing grey element.
(ii) We can obtain the optimal adjustment if we add −Q to the original system.

This process is called the grey dispelling superfluous control.

3. Determination of the feedback Grey numbers

We assume that
(i) X = 1, when the teacher transmits a piece of information to the students to

guarantee both quality and quantity in a unit of time. Generally, 0 ≤ X ≤ 1.
The unit of information is determined by the teaching outline.

(ii) W = 1, when the students have received all the information that the teacher
has transmitted. Generally, 0 ≤ W ≤ 1.

(iii) Y = 1, when the students have received all the teaching contents. Generally,
0 ≤ Y ≤ 1.

(iv) Practically, we usually require Y = 1. But if W < 1 and X < 1, then Y < 1.
So we hope to achieve Y = 1 through compensating information ∆X, where
0 ≤ ∆X ≤ K(K ∈ R+).

Theorem 3.1. The feedback grey number ⊗2 is an interval grey number, that is,

⊗2 ∈
[
−WK

Y
, 0

]

where −WK
Y and 0 denote the infimum and the supremum of the interval grey number,

respectively.

Proof. It follows from Definition 2.2 and assumption (iv) that

−⊗2

W
=

∆X

Y
, ∆X = −⊗2

W
Y

and
0 ≤ − ⊗2 Y

W
≤ K.

Thus,

0 ≥ ⊗2 ≥ −WK

Y
.

When W, Y and K are determined values, ⊗2 is a interval grey number, that is

⊗2 ∈
[
−WK

Y
, 0

]
.

This completes the proof.
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Theorem 3.2. The feedback grey number ⊗1 is a top boundary of grey number,

that is,

⊗1 ∈ (−∞, 0].

Proof. It follows from Definition 2.3 that

Y

X
=

W

1 + ⊗1W
and ⊗1 =

WX − Y

WY
.

Since
lim

W→0
X→1

XW − 1
W

= 0

and
lim

W→0
X→1

XW − 1
W

= −∞,

we have
⊗1 ∈ (−∞, 0].

This completes the proof.

Definition 3.1. When X, Y, W are constants and WX−Y
WY

= a (a is a white num-
ber), we say that a is the whitening value of the grey number ⊗1, and denote it by
⊗1(a).

Theorem 3.3. If X, Y, W satisfy the assumption (i)-(iv) and

W ≥ −X +
√

X2 + 4KY

2K
,

then the grey fields of ⊗1 and ⊗2 are identical.

Proof. Let the grey fields of ⊗1 and ⊗2 be identical. Then we have

⊗1 ∩⊗2 ∈
[
−WK

Y
, 0

]
.

It follows from −WK
Y ≤ ⊗1 ≤ 0 that

−WK

Y
≤ WX − Y

WY
≤ 0.

Then 0 ≤ KW 2 − XW − Y ≤ W 2K, which implies that

W ≤ Y

X
; W ≥ −X +

√
X2 + 4KY

2K
.

This completes the proof.
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Definition 3.2. When the grey field of ⊗1 and grey field of ⊗2 are identical, we
set the whitening value of ⊗1 be the whitening value of ⊗2 and say that the grey
numbers ⊗1 and ⊗2 belong to one same grey set which has the same values, denoted
by ⊗ (T ).

From Definition 3.2, we have the following result.

Theorem 3.4. In ⊗ (T ), the grey numbers ⊗1 and ⊗2 are equivalent, denoted
by ⊗2 ∼ ⊗1.

Theorem 3.5. The whitening value of grey number ⊗2 is a, denoted by ⊗2(a),
where a = WX−Y

Y W and W, X, Y are determined values.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that ⊗2 ∼ ⊗1. Since a = WX−Y
Y W

is the
whitening value of grey number ⊗1, we know that a is also the whitening value of
grey number ⊗2. This completes the proof.

4. Design of the optimal structure

Theorem 4.1. In information transmission system G−1
∗ Y = X, if the grey num-

bers ⊗1 and ⊗2 are equivalent, then the optimal feedback transmission function
satisfies the following relation

Z =
WX − Y

Y W 2
.

Proof. Since ⊗1 ∼ ⊗2, the whitening value of ⊗2 is WX−Y
WY . From the grey

dispelling superfluous control condition, we have

Z =
⊗2

W
=

WX − Y

Y W 2
.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose X, Y, W satisfy the assumption(i)-(iv) and ⊗1 ∼ ⊗2.
Then the optimal information compensating function which can obtain the expected
value of Y is

∆X =
Y − WX

W 2
.

Proof. From Theorem 4.1, we have

Z =
⊗2

W
=

WX − Y

Y W 2
.

Since ∆X = −ZY , it follows that

∆X =
Y − WX

W 2
.

This completes the proof.
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Theorem 4.3. ⊗1 ∼ ⊗2 is the sufficient condition of existence for the information

compensating function.

Proof. By using Theorem 4.2 and ⊗1 ∼ ⊗2, we know that the information com-
pensating function is as follows

∆X =
Y − WX

W 2

and so ⊗1 ∼ ⊗2 is the sufficient condition of the existence of the information com-
pensating function. This completes the proof.

5. Information transmission problem in teaching process

It is well known that the teaching process is an information transmission pro-
cess. In this section, we discuss the problem for information transmission process in
classroom teaching and obtain some interesting results.

Theorem 5.1. In teaching system G−1
∗ Y = X, let X = 1. If the standardized

tests have character H which means that the test papers are representative, compa-

rable, efficient etc., then the test scores of students can be represented as Y ′ = 100W.

Proof. Let X ′ be the full marks. If X = 1, then X ′ = 100 in the hundred-mark
system. Since W = Y ′

X′ , we have

Y ′ = WX ′ = 100W.

This completes the proof.

Remark 5.1. Theorem 5.1 indicates that the transmission function W can be
represented by the scores of the students. When there is no non-intellectual factor,
the values of W reflects the intellectual level of students.

Theorem 5.2. If X = 1, Y = 1, and Y
′
= 100, then ∆X = 0.

Proof. From Theorem 4.2, X = 1 and Y = 1, we have

∆X =
Y − WX

W 2
=

1 − W

W 2
.

Since Y
′

= 100, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that W = 1. Thus, ∆X = 0. This
completes the proof.

Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.2 indicates that any students who obtain full mark can
directly pass through the teaching outline.

From Theorem 4.2, it is easy to have the following result.

Theorem 5.3. If X = 1, Y = 1, and W → 0, then ∆X → ∞.
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Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.3 indicates that the students whose intellect are exceed-
ingly poor cannot pass through the teaching outline no matter how many times the
teacher repeats in teaching.

Definition 5.1. Let X = 1 and ∆X be the information compensation amount
of a student for one subject. If only when ∆X ≥ 1, one can satisfy the request of
teaching outline, we say that the student cannot pass this subject.

Theorem 5.4. The most reasonable qualified mark is the point of golden section.

Proof. From Definition 5.1, ∆X ≥ 1 indicates that the student is not qualified.
Since ∆X = 1−W

W2 , we have
W 2 + W − 1 ≤ 0

and this implies that 0 ≤ W ≤ −1+
√

5
2 = 0.618 (Golden sectional point). It follows

from Theorem 5.1 that Y ′ = 100W and so 0 ≤ Y ′ ≤ 61.8. This completes the proof.

Remark 5.4. In fact, the result of Theorem 5.4 is identical with that 60 is the
qualified mark in the hundred-mark system.

Definition 5.2. If Y = 1 in the teaching system G−1
∗ Y = X, then the smaller

∆X is, the better the teaching effect is. The value of ∆X is defined as measurement
of the teaching quality.

Theorem 5.5. The teaching quality will be enhanced if we properly raise the
frequency X of the information transmission in teaching process.

Proof. Since

∂

∂X
(∆X) =

∂

∂X

(
Y − WX

W 2

)
= − 1

W
< 0.

Therefore, ∆X decreases while X increases. The teaching quality will be enhanced
if the frequency of the information transmission is raised.

It follows from ∂2

∂X2 (∆X) = 0 that ∆X is a linear function of X, which means
that enhancement of the teaching quality is finite if only the frequency of information
transmission is increased.

Theorem 5.6. Improving intellectual faculties of the students is a necessary fac-
tor in enhancing the teaching quality.

Proof. When W ≤ 1, we have

∂

∂X
(∆X) =

∂

∂W

(
1 − WX

W 2

)
=

XW − 2
W 2

< 0

and
∂

∂X2
(∆X) =

6 − 2XW

W 2
> 0.

These imply that ∆X will reduce accelerative if W increases. Since ∆X drops
enormously while W increases slightly, it means that improving intellectual faculties
of the students is the main way to enhance the teaching quality. This completes the
proof.
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